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JOURNALOG.tm West Lafayette, IN, Molecular Software, Inc., 1988. For the IBM
PC/XT/AT and compatibles. No price.
Constructing and typing a good bibliography can be the most tedious aspect of
manuscript preparation. Evenwhen a coreofclassical paperscan berepeatedlycited in
different publications, they must be repeatedly reformatted and retyped. JournaLog,
described by the publishers as a "personal reference librarian," will create reference
data bases that may be searched or used to create, format, and print hard copy
bibliographies automatically. It also has a special import program to convert
references made by other bibliographic programs into JournaLog format, including
those downloaded from national services such as MEDLINE.
The program design follows naturally. First, the user creates "folders" or computer
reference files, each of which may contain many individual references. These are
entered by filling the requisite bibliographic information into an on-screen worksheet.
Next, the user designs the permanent bibliographic formats for book and journal
entries. In this step, the order ofsuch categories as title, authors,journal name, and so
on can be manipulated as prescribed by a particular journal. A given format can be
stored for use as a pattern during later bibliography preparation.
Typically, an author begins a bibliography by browsing through and selecting a
subset of references from several different files. These citations may be reordered and
numbered according to their appearance in a paper. Next, the program extracts the
necessary reference information and properly prints it according to the chosenjournal
format. Reformatting can beeasilyaccomplished by using theon-screen menu toselect
a different user-defined format. The new bibliography may also be used to form a text
file, which can be loaded directly into any word processor. Loading does not alter the
file's word content, though it often changes the layout significantly. Keywords and
comments may be entered in a reference file too. The keywords are used by the search
function of the program to scan large data bases in order to find similar articles. The
comments section provides a useful place for summary information about a paper.
The program was tested on several pieces ofequipment, including two computers (a
turbo [10 MHz] XT and an AT), three different printers (a Panasonic KX-1091i dot
matrix printer, a Tandy daisy wheel printer, and a NEC laser printer) with two
different word processors (Word Perfect and Microsoft Word).
Moments into installation, it became obvious that this program is less "user-
friendly" than most. In general, computer programmers use software device drivers to
translate their program's output into appropriate printer commands. JournaLog,
however, relies more on the user. Before installation, the user must read the printer's
manuals to discover the codes for activating and deactivating various fontchanges like
italics, bold face, or underlining. During installation, the user manually defines the
function keys with thesecodes. When the userbegins toconstructvariousbibliographic
formats, the appropriate printer codes must be incorporated into the author, title, and
journal fields as required by a particular publication.
Although satisfactory results could be achieved on the dot matrix and daisy wheel
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printers with Courier font outputs, exploiting the sophisticated fonts available on the
laser printer proved more difficult. For several reasons, it was better to skip the
function keys entirely and create rough draft bibliography text files which could be
edited with the word processor. For example, the program offers no special place to
enter a book's volume number. Also, there is no place for less standard references,
lengthy comments, or even a header, as is oftern required in certain bibliographies. On
the other hand, these problems are easy work for almost any word processor.
Otherwise, the program functions flawlessly. Data entry is organized and rapid.
With a minimum number ofkeystrokes, the user quickly moves through reference files
to form a bibliography. Reformatting entries is effortless and, after a modicum ofword
processing, the user has a polished, publishable bibliography. The search function is
useful with larger data bases, especially during the research and construction phases of
a manuscript. The summary section can save a user hours ofdigging through stacks of
papers for the important conclusions from a particular reference. Finally, the import
program can also save time by bypassing the reference entry step completely. As long
as the user has the necessary communications software and access to the national
search services, references may be obtained directly.
Bibliographic software like JournaLog can certainly go a long way toward helping
an author refocus his or her energy from typing skills to the research and thought
necessary for forming a good bibliography. Unfortunately, this program is less
user-friendly than others available on the market, and it suffers some limitations that
can be compensated for with a decent word processor. If, however, a person is willing to
work around these difficulties, JournaLog delivers what it promises-fast, error-free
bibliographies.
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